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Viking 42 SC
Boat Type: Convertible Boat

OVERVIEW

Viking 42 Family Values



Creating a model within a model has been a successful path for Viking as demonstrated by the Viking 42
Convertible and 42 Open, which share the same hull with uniquely different deck and interior arrangements. The
popularity of these models has encouraged us to expand this theme with another pair of 42s with striking profiles
and special features that showcase Viking’s ability to broaden the appeal of this versatile hull.
Using our $1million five-axis profiler, we designed and built a plug and a female mold to create a rakish fiberglass
deckhouse module, fully open to the cockpit while incorporating stylish convertible window lines, and the roof
overhang and cabin trails.  
The 42 ST will be a sharp looking rig with its fitted Palm Beach Towers’ tuna tower. Add a pair of outriggers and
this boat is an ideal ride for the sailfish circuit, cobia hunting and cruising the Bahamas. The 42 SC has a
distinctive New England flavor and includes a choice of a custom fiberglass mast for the radar and other
antennas, or a customized radar arch. Each model can be further personalized with dramatic paint schemes to
add your signature and yacht club panache.
The 42 ST and 42 SC sport the familiar twin mezzanine cockpit of the 42 Open, along with the practical and
feature full bridge deck and a center console station with the available teak finish helm pod, flanking lounge
seating, and an inviting interior with teak joinery, a master stateroom forward, and twin berths aft separated by the
salon, the head, and galley. With their eclectic style along with the superb running characteristics of the
responsive and sea-kindly Viking 42 resin infused hull powered by 600 mhp Cummins QSC diesels and the
articulating Zeus pod-drive propulsion system with joystick controls, these new models are an exciting addition to
the Viking line.
We encourage you to contact your Viking dealer to learn more about these models and availability.

 

SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Viking Boat Type: Convertible Boat

Model: 42 SC Hull Material: Fiberglass

Hull Type: Category: Power

Dimensions & Weight

Length: 42.00 ft Draft - max: 3 ft 5 in - 1.04 meter

LOA: 47 ft 7 in - 14.5 meter Bridge Clearance: -

Beam: 15 ft 10 in - 4.82 meter Dry Weight: 32699 ft

Deadrise Aft: -   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 525 gallons - 1 tank(s) Holding Tank: -

Fresh Water Tank: 120 gallons - 1 tank(s)   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: 2 Crew Cabins: -

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: 1 Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   
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